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Chapter Three

chapter  3

Antebellum Natural Rights Liberalism

Daniel S. Malachuk

Like their revolutionary forebears, antebellum American liberals believed in 

the metaphysical existence of natural rights, and they differed among them-

selves only on the question of whether to secure those rights for all persons 

gradually or immediately. In the three decades before the Civil War, that tacti-

cal but nonetheless signal difference was most dramatically illustrated in the 

quarrels between liberals regarding the pace for emancipating enslaved per-

sons: self-identified “abolitionists” urged immediate emancipation, whereas 

moderate “antislavery” advocates counseled more gradual approaches.

However, modern scholars have misinterpreted this tactical debate as in-

dicative of a deeper, philosophical one to the point of likening immediatist 

abolitionists such as William Lloyd Garrison to today’s “perfectionist” liberals 

and gradualist antislavery advocates such as Abraham Lincoln to “political” 

ones. Although this distinction between perfectionist and political liberal-

ism is certainly important today, to trace it so far back in time is to drive an 

anachronistic wedge right through the middle of antebellum natural rights 

liberalism.

This is not to say there were no differences among antebellum liberals be-

yond the tactical; although antebellum liberals were philosophically one re-

garding the metaphysical priority of natural rights, they differed about how to 

secure those rights—and not just tactically about the pace of this work but po-

litically about the best regime for this work. The wide political array of natural 

rights liberals that resulted—including anarchists, cosmopolitans, revolution-

ary nationalists, and constitutional nationalists—helps to answer the question 

of whether the Civil War was a revolution or a return: basically, it depends 

on who you ask. More important than this political question though is the 

philosophical one raised by this deep consensus about natural rights among 

antebellum liberals: If liberals then required metaphysical natural rights to end 

slavery, can political liberals now do the same—when globally there are more 

enslaved persons than ever before—without natural rights?
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Antebellum Natural Rights Liberalism 75

ANTEBELLUM NATURAL RIGHTS LIBERALISM

After much scholarly debate over the past fifty years, that natural rights liber-

alism began with John Locke’s Two Treatises of Government (1689) is a settled 

matter, as is the fact that, although this theory jostled for supremacy in England 

for a century afterward, Louis Hartz’s old claim that American thought “begins 

[and] stays with Locke, by virtue of an absolute and irrational attachment” is 

only somewhat exaggerated, at least in the Northern context.1 When in 1776 

Thomas Paine warned in Lockean terms that the persecutory British were “de-

claring War against the natural rights of all Mankind,” his book spoke “com-

mon sense” to enough Americans to make it the world’s first best-seller.2 And, 

as Carl Becker long ago observed, because Thomas Jefferson and his colleagues 

also believed Locke’s natural rights philosophy “self-evident,” they paraphrased 

it so closely in the Declaration of Independence (1776): “that all men are cre-

ated equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable 

Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness,” “that 

to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their 

just powers from the consent of the governed,” and “that whenever any Form 

of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People 

to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Government.”3 As Jefferson would 

later explain, in crafting the Declaration, he and his colleagues sought “not to 

find out new principles . . . but to place before mankind the common sense of 

the subject.”4

Two generations later, the existence of natural rights remained common 

sense for the antebellum liberals. Prior to the Civil War, for those liberals 

seeking to universalize natural rights, the simplest and surest way remained 

to allude to the Declaration. At Seneca Falls, New York, in 1848, to prove that 

women have natural rights too, Elizabeth Cady Stanton simply adjusted the 

Declaration to assert “that all men and women are created equal; that they are 

endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights,” and so on.5 Similarly, 

in his January 1, 1831, “Inaugural Editorial” to the Liberator, Garrison explained 

that, in “assenting to the ‘self-evident truth’ maintained in the American Dec-

laration of Independence, ‘that all men are created equal, and endowed by 

their Creator with certain inalienable rights—among which are life, liberty 

and the pursuit of happiness,’ I shall strenuously contend for the immediate 

enfranchisement of our slave population.”6 This reliance upon the Declara-

tion’s natural rights was no passing whim for Garrison; thirty-four years later 

he brought the Liberator to a close with the contention that “no journal . . . has 
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76 Chapter Three

vindicated . . . the Declaration of Independence, with its self-evident truths—

the rights of human nature, without distinction of race, complexion or sex—

more earnestly or more uncompromisingly.”7

A few more antebellum liberals help to illustrate just how widespread these 

convictions about the Declaration’s natural rights were. Consider another 

immediatist abolitionist like Garrison, one committed to even more aggres-

sive tactics. In his May 1858 Provisional Constitution and Ordinances for the 

People of the United States, John Brown declared (in Lockean terms) that the 

current American state was illegitimate because it remained in a state of war 

with enslaved persons. As Brown put it in the preamble:

Whereas slavery, throughout its entire existence in the United States, is none other 

than a most barbarous, unprovoked, and unjustifiable war of one portion of its citizens 

upon another portion . . . in utter disregard and violation of those eternal and self-

evident truths set forth in our Declaration of Independence, we, citizens of the United 

States, and the oppressed people who, by a recent decision of the Supreme Court [i.e., 

Dred Scott v. Sandford], are declared to have no rights which the white man is bound 

to respect, . . . do, for the time being, ordain and establish for ourselves the following 

Provisional Constitution and Ordinances, the better to protect our persons, property, 

lives, and liberties, and to govern our actions.8

As his biographer David S. Reynolds explains, Brown intended the provi-

sional constitution to found a new American state that would—this time—

hold true to its founding principles, an independent mountain society in the 

Alleghenies where Brown and those liberated from slavery might live for years 

like the Jamaican maroon communities.9

Another American abolitionist, the nation’s greatest, Frederick Douglass, 

shifted tactically from immediatism to gradualism over the course of the 1850s, 

but whatever his tactics he always held exactly the same Lockean convictions 

as did Jefferson, Stanton, Garrison, and Brown. Douglass was particularly em-

phatic about the metaphysical status of those natural rights too. “I have always 

felt,” he wrote in his 1881 Life and Times, “that I had on my side all the invisible 

forces of the moral government of the universe. Happily for me I have had the 

wit to distinguish between what is merely artificial and transient and what is 

fundamental and permanent; and resting on the latter, I could cheerfully en-

counter the former.”10 For Douglass, the “fundamental and permanent” were 

natural rights, as several scholars have recently argued. “In the basis as well 

as the substance of his moral principle,” Peter C. Myers has written, Doug-

lass “followed the Declaration of Independence, which pointedly located the 

primary political truths not in positive revelation but instead in ‘the Laws of 
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Antebellum Natural Rights Liberalism 77

Nature and of Nature’s God.’” Natural rights were “the substance of Douglass’s 

rational faith.”11 Nicholas Buccola similarly traces Douglass’s “natural rights 

philosophy” to Douglass’s belief (in Douglass’s own words) in the “civic cat-

echism of the Declaration of Independence.”12

Douglass’s emphasis upon the metaphysical status of natural rights echoed 

Locke’s own. Because all men are “the Workmanship of one Omnipotent, and 

infinitely wise Maker,” Locke famously argued, they are God’s “property,” and 

no other’s, and thus are “made to last during his [God’s], not one another[’]s 

Pleasure.”13 Douglass agreed, insisting that the enslaved person was “a moral 

and intellectual being” wrongly held by another person instead of by God, for 

each person bears “the image of God . . . and possess[es] a soul, eternal and 

indestructible.” For Douglass, slavery—in Justin B. Dyer’s words—was simply 

“a violation of the natural moral order” and thus “constituted a peculiar ‘crime 

against God and man.’ Douglass’s argument,” Dyer continues, “presupposed a 

connection between the moral order and divine providence.”14

As noted, Douglass retained his rational faith in natural rights even as he 

shifted tactically from immediatism (like Garrison and Brown) to gradual-

ism; but other consistently moderate antislavery thinkers also shared this faith, 

which Lincoln (to take the most prominent example) called in fact his “ancient 

faith.” This has been understood by scholars for some time: whether one turns 

to Becker’s 1922 The Declaration of Independence or Harry V. Jaffa’s 1959 Cri-

sis of the House Divided, scholars have long recognized that Lincoln, in Jaffa’s 

words, “believed slavery to be against natural right.”15 Although these and other 

scholars since have still found many reasons to disagree with each other—for 

example, about whether Lincoln was racist, whether Lincoln’s “ancient faith” 

drew on the Christian Bible as well as the Declaration, or whether (regardless 

of Lincoln’s belief) natural rights are true or false—there is nonetheless broad 

consensus that Lincoln himself truly believed in natural rights.16 What mat-

ters is that for Lincoln these rights were indeed natural, “grounded,” as Dyer 

explains, “in truth that transcended a particular time and place and found 

an enduring basis in human nature. Nature, for Lincoln, . . . did not merely 

denote what is but also supplied norms of what ought to be, and reason, rather 

than passion, provided the means by which men apprehended those practical 

axioms. As such the particular . . . norms of a particular polity could be mea-

sured against transcendent, rational standards.”17

Further, as was the case for Garrison, Brown, and Douglass, for Lincoln 

the Declaration was the central document for American natural rights liberal-

ism. Although he did not begin his career with a singular dedication to the 

text, when Lincoln returned to politics in the 1850s, the Declaration—partly 
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because of attacks on it by John Calhoun and others—became his touchstone.18 

Indeed, so fervent grew his dedication to the founding document that in an 

1861 speech at Philadelphia, Lincoln confessed he “never had a feeling politi-

cally that did not spring from the sentiments embodied in the Declaration of 

Independence”19 (Collected Works, hereafter cited parenthetically as CW, with 

page numbers). What those sentiments amounted to, for Lincoln, was the uni-

versality of natural rights. In October 1858, in the seventh and final debate with 

Stephen Douglas, Lincoln described the meaning of the Declaration this way:

I think the authors of that notable instrument intended to include all men, but they 

did not mean to declare all men equal in all respects. They did not mean to say all men 

were equal in color, size, intellect, moral development or social capacity. They defined 

with tolerable distinctness in what they did consider all men created equal—equal in 

certain inalienable rights, among which are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. 

This they said, and this they meant. (CW 3:301)

Unlike Brown, though, Lincoln firmly believed that these inalienable rights 

could be secured only gradually, not with a new nation in the mountains 

but with the power of the existing Union. In an 1857 speech at Springfield, 

he explained that the authors of the Declaration, in announcing the inalien-

able rights, “meant simply to declare [them] so that the enforcement of [these 

rights] might follow as fast as circumstances should permit”: “They meant to 

set up a standard maxim for free society, which should be familiar to all, and 

revered by all; constantly looked to, constantly labored for, and even though 

never perfectly attained, constantly approximated, and thereby constantly 

spreading and deepening its influence, and augmenting the happiness and 

value of life to all people of all colors everywhere” (CW 2:406). Lincoln was in 

this way a “gradualist.”

So, although antislavery Lincoln agreed with abolitionist Brown about 

the metaphysical existence of natural rights, he disagreed about the pace at 

which those rights should be realized universally. Philosophically, that is, Lin-

coln agreed with the abolitionists that the Declaration’s natural rights served 

as “a standard maxim for free society” and thus even as “a spiritual regulator” 

(as Staughton Lynd once put it) akin “to that of the Biblical injunction ‘Be ye 

perfect.’”20 Tactically, though, Lincoln and the abolitionists differed tremen-

dously. Consider Garrison. Although since even before the founding oppo-

nents of slavery had been advocating for the gradual emancipation of enslaved 

people, in the 1830s Garrison was among the most prominent of a new breed 

of activists who promoted what came to called “immediatism.” Inspired not 

only by the Declaration’s natural rights but also the Second Great Awakening’s 
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revivalism, Garrison believed “moral suasion” would spark a kind of conver-

sion experience among white Americans about the righteousness of “the im-

mediate enfranchisement of our slave population,” as Garrison called for in 

1831. Meeting in New York City in December 1833 to establish the American 

Anti-Slavery Society (AAS), Garrison demanded immediate emancipation:

More than fifty-seven years have elapsed, since a band of patriots convened in this 

place, to devise measures for the deliverance of this country from a foreign yoke. The 

corner-stone upon which they founded the Temple of Freedom was broadly this—“that 

all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalien-

able rights; that among these are life, LIBERTY, and the pursuit of happiness.” At the 

sound of their trumpet-call, three millions of people rose up as from the sleep of death, 

and rushed to the strife of blood; deeming it more glorious to die instantly as freemen, 

than desirable to live one hour as slaves.21

Thus far, all of these sentences might have been spoken by Lincoln. However, 

then Garrison explained to his fellow AAS members, “We have met together 

for the achievement of an enterprise, without which that of our [founding] 

fathers is incomplete.” And with this statement, Garrison made his turn toward 

immediate civil disobedience, arguing first “that all those laws which are now 

in force, admitting the rights of slavery, are therefore, before God, utterly null 

and void,” then second that some of those laws are to be found in the Consti-

tution itself (he mentioned the articles about suppressing insurrections and 

the three-fifths clause among others), and then third that because these laws 

perpetuate among even Northerners a “relation to slavery [that] is criminal,” 

that relationship “MUST BE BROKEN UP.” Committed like Lincoln to natu-

ral rights, Garrison advocated tactics that were the very opposite of Lincoln’s: 

disunion instead of union.22

Philosophically one but tactically divided, Lincoln’s gradualism and Gar-

rison’s immediatism would constitute the great drama of American liberalism 

until the Civil War rendered the question moot: At what pace should natu-

ral rights be universally secured? Unfortunately, however, that disagreement 

about tactics has so preoccupied—and even misled—modern scholars that we 

have lost sight of the much more important consensus about natural rights.

AN ANACHRONISTIC WEDGE

There have always been two major critiques of abolitionism. The first critique, 

initiated by antebellum proslavery Southerners such as George Fitzhugh, 
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rejected abolition’s natural rights as violating the neofeudal ideal it shared with 

reactionary Europeans such as Joseph de Maistre and Thomas Carlyle.23 Over 

the course of the twentieth century, however, explicit theories of hierarchical 

societies sputtered into “neo-Confederate” sentiments rather than a significant 

theoretical legacy.

The second critique of abolitionism, though, was made by liberals and in-

cluded no objection to its natural rights basis. When, for example, the very first 

immediatist, David Walker, declared in his 1829 appeal that all black persons 

“must and shall be free”—for could not American whites “see your Declaration 

[and] understand your own language?”—liberal critics of immediatism did 

not object to Walker’s philosophy; on the contrary, they shared it.24

What liberal critics of abolitionism objected to were Walker’s immediatist 

tactics, and in so doing, they initiated an essentially psychological critique of 

these tactics. Take, for example, the liberal critique of abolitionism developed 

by Massachusetts senator Daniel Webster. Like the abolitionists, Webster was 

fundamentally committed to natural rights; we can trace that commitment 

throughout his entire life. For example, in a November 1799 article, a teenaged 

Webster, disturbed by Napoleon’s recent coup d’état and forsaking of French 

revolutionary principles, assured his audience that Napoleon’s antics would 

do nothing to challenge Webster’s own convictions about natural rights. For 

when men—unlike Napoleon—justly “take arms to burst those chains that 

have bound them in slavery, to assert and maintain those privileges which 

they justly claim as natural rights, their object is noble, and we wish them suc-

cess.”25 A half-century later, in a February 1850 letter, Webster reiterated these 

same convictions to the abolitionist Unitarian minister William Furness when 

he explained that his crafting of the 1850 Compromise—which sought to bal-

ance California’s entry into the Union as a free state with a law strengthening 

the Constitution’s provision for the return of fugitive slaves (Article 4, Section 

2, paragraph 3)—did not at all violate his fundamental belief that (and these are 

Webster’s words) “slavery is a continued and permanent violation of human 

rights.” However, he prudently reasoned, only the “mild influences of Christi-

anity” would ever truly bring slavery to an end; his role as a statesman was to 

preserve the Union so that it would one day be able to protect the rights of the 

emancipated. That is why, Webster told Furness, he could in no way counte-

nance the radical tactics of those “breaking up social and political systems, on 

the warmth, rather than the strength, of a hope that, in such convulsions, the 

cause of emancipation may be promoted.”26

Webster alludes here to immediatists such as Garrison, whose extreme tac-

tics—including his 1833 demand that all systems supporting slavery “MUST BE 
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Antebellum Natural Rights Liberalism 81

BROKEN UP”—made them, in Webster’s eyes, not fellow natural rights liber-

als but radicals of a specific and dangerous temperament. Webster diagnosed 

that temperament a month later in a major March 7, 1850, congressional speech 

in which he explicitly contrasted his prudent support of the compromise bill 

with the rabid opposition of the abolitionists. The abolitionists’ real problem, 

Webster explained, was their temperamental inability to compromise. “There 

will sometimes be found men,” Webster observed, “with whom every thing is 

absolute; absolutely wrong, or absolutely right.” Even worse, he added, “they 

are apt . . . to think that nothing is good but what is perfect, and that there are 

no compromises or modifications to be made in consideration of difference of 

opinion or in deference to other men’s judgment.” Indeed, if they cannot get 

their way, these fanatics will happily destroy the world. “If their perspicacious 

vision enables them to detect a spot on the face of the sun, they think that a 

good reason why the sun should be struck down from heaven. They prefer the 

chance of running into utter darkness to living in heavenly light, if that heav-

enly light be not absolutely without any imperfection.”27

Webster was one of the many antebellum liberals who developed this psy-

chological profile of abolitionists, a profile we have subsequently come to call 

“perfectionist.”28 The readiness of moderate American thinkers to pathologize 

abolitionists did not at all slacken with the end of the Civil War or even the 

start of the civil rights movement; on the contrary, even some of the most as-

tute American scholars continued to rely upon this diagnosis. In his 1964 “The 

Paranoid Style in American Politics,” for example, Richard Hofstadter lumped 

abolitionists with all of those for whom social conflict is not “something to be 

mediated or compromised.”29 What is at stake for these “paranoids,” Hofstadter 

explained, “is always a conflict between absolute good and absolute evil, what 

is necessary is not compromise but the will to fight things out to a finish.” Much 

as Webster in 1850 accused abolitionists of readiness to strike down the sun, 

Hofstadter in 1964 judged them genocidal because in their view “the enemy 

is thought of as being totally evil and totally unappeasable, [and therefore] he 

must be totally eliminated.” Indeed, he continued, abolitionism is best under-

stood as a psychological condition, not a political movement, given that the 

paranoid abolitionist’s “enemy is on many counts a projection of the self.”30

The civil rights movement inspired a generous reconsideration of aboli-

tionism, but the psychoanalytical habit has still been hard for liberal critics of 

abolitionism to break. In an important 2012 book, The Abolitionist Imagina-

tion, Andrew M. Delbanco, although admiring the renaissance in abolitionist 

historiography, nevertheless still contends that the abolitionists exemplified a 

“persistent impulse in American life.”31 “The sacred rage of abolitionism”—as 
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Delbanco labels “its moral urgency and uncompromising fervor, its vision 

of the world purified and perfected”—“has been at work in many holy wars 

since the war against slavery. One thinks,” Delbanco continues, “not only of 

the war against drink, or of Reagan’s Star Wars, but of the war against the gold 

standard . . . , the ‘war to end all wars,’ the wars on poverty, on cancer, on drugs, 

the ongoing war on terror, and, whether we like it or not, the war against abor-

tion.”32 These “parallels should remind us,” Delbanco concludes, “that all holy 

wars . . . from left or from right, bespeak a zeal for combating sin, not tomor-

row, not in due time, not, in Lincoln’s phrase, by putting it [slavery] ‘in the 

course of ultimate extinction,’ but now.”33

Together, then, the critiques of Webster in 1850, Hofstadter in 1964, and 

Delbanco in 2012 reveal a continuity of focus on abolitionism’s psychological 

perfectionism. However, Delbanco’s analysis also hints at a new innovation 

in the liberal critique of abolitionism, entailing two striking claims. The first 

is that abolitionism was also afflicted by a different kind of perfectionism, a 

philosophical perfectionism, to be defined momentarily. The second is that, 

in resisting abolitionism’s immediatism, antislavery gradualists cultivated an 

alternative philosophical foundation known as value pluralism, which antici-

pates the worldview we now associate with political liberalism. So compel-

ling has this innovative interpretation of abolitionist-as-perfectionist-liberal 

and antislavery-advocate-as-political-liberal become today that it has found 

expression not only in the work of abolitionism’s deftest critics, such as Del-

banco, but also in the work of abolitionism’s most nuanced champions, such as 

Eric Foner. However, before turning to this evidence, it will help to first recall 

the modern liberal critique of philosophical perfectionism upon which these 

scholars draw.

In his 1971 A Theory of Justice, John Rawls codified a new philosophical use 

of the term “perfectionism” to describe “a teleological theory directing society 

to arrange institutions and to define the duties and obligations of individu-

als so as to maximize the achievement of human excellence in art, science, 

and culture.”34 What advocates of “political liberalism,” as Rawls came to call 

his rival theory, should most object to about perfectionism is not its psycho-

logical authoritarianism but its deeper philosophical assumption: its epistemic 

confidence that a timeless “excellence” not only can be enforced but can even 

be discovered in the first place. For Rawls, “the fact of reasonable pluralism” 

means the best we can ever hope to build is an “overlapping consensus” about 

not a single value or set of values but a range of rival values, held loosely, always 

in conflict.35

Although his is currently the most famous articulation, Rawls himself traced 
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his value pluralism further back into the twentieth century.36 In a footnote in 

Political Liberalism, Rawls nods to Isaiah Berlin’s account of value pluralism 

as capturing the tragic quality of political life, which is that “the full range of 

values is too extensive to fit into any one social world.” An oppressive regime is 

oppressive precisely because it refuses to fit that range of values into its social 

world, of course, but even the well-meaning liberal society, which “may have 

far more space than other social worlds,” “can [still] never be without loss. The 

basic error,” Rawls continues, “is to think that because values are objective 

. . . they must be compatible. . . . Not all truths can fit into one social world.”37

For Berlin, one is a value pluralist because there are just too many objec-

tive values in the world for any to be held as supreme in a liberal society. In 

another footnote, in his Collected Papers, however, Rawls offers an even more 

tragic reason to be a value pluralist, one offered by Max Weber. Rawls explains 

that, whereas Berlin believes political tragedy stems from the fact that there are 

simply too many objective values to fit harmoniously into any given society, 

Weber believes “political tragedy arises from the conflict of subjective commit-

ments and resolute wills.”38

This is arguably the ethos in which abolitionism is being assessed today. 

Vigorous proponents of metaphysical claims—like the abolitionists for natural 

rights—are (it is argued) in dangerous denial not only of the wide range of 

rival values but also of the subjective character of all of those values. Delbanco 

calls this state of denial “the abolitionist imagination,” and against it he cham-

pions those nineteenth-century Americans who urged instead an “articulate 

ambivalence,” particularly the antebellum era’s two greatest novelists. Look at 

Herman Melville’s devastating portrait of Captain Ahab in Moby-Dick (1851), 

Delbanco writes, for a character who is clearly a sendup of fanatical zealots 

such as Garrison.39 In addition, Nathaniel Hawthorne too was keenly attuned 

(as Henry James observed of his predecessor) to “the high brutality of good 

intentions” such as those held by the crusading abolitionists.40 Rather than 

proselytize for a single set of metaphysical truths like the abolitionists did, this 

argument goes, Hawthorne and Melville used their fiction to illuminate the 

politically tragic reality of value pluralism. According to this worldview, no set 

of values like natural rights stands as a “higher law,” as some abolitionists la-

beled their cause; rather, we must modestly acknowledge the variety of human 

experiences and surrender to the only order we can ever have in common, the 

law we write for ourselves. In the same 2012 volume, Wilfred M. McClay comes 

to Delbanco’s aid with this argument, urging that we admire not perfectionist 

immediatists such as Garrison but political gradualists such as Lincoln, who 

had a “reverence for the laws” (Lincoln’s theme in his 1838 Lyceum Address) 
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and whose “moral heroism resided in his willingness to wait on the very same 

history that the abolitionist tried to hasten.”41 Perhaps even more admirable, 

McClay continues, is the literature of this period—again, referring to Melville 

and Hawthorne, who used it “to stand in the middle, between the ethic of 

ultimate ends and the ethic of responsibility, fully conscious of both but fully 

committed to neither.”42

In situating the novelists between the abolitionists (and their ethic of ulti-

mate ends) and Lincoln (and his ethic of responsibility), McClay alludes here 

to Weber’s description, in “Politics as a Vocation” (1918), of “two fundamentally 

differing and irreconcilably opposed maxims”: the ethic of ultimate aims, in 

which “the Christian does rightly and leaves the results with the Lord,” and 

the ethic of responsibility, in which “one has to give an account of the foresee-

able results of one’s action.”43 For Weber, the proponent of ultimate aims “can-

not stand up under the ethical irrationality of the world”; he is in this way “a 

political infant.”44 Abolitionism, McClay points out, had the “accents of Max 

Weber’s ethic of ultimate ends: ‘Let justice be done, though the heavens fall!’”; 

in contrast, there is the other ethic, “the mediating prudential wisdom and 

statesmanship of an Abraham Lincoln.”45

In using Weber to map the politics of antislavery advocacy in the antebel-

lum North, McClay reiterates here an argument made earlier in The Abolition-

ist Imagination by Delbanco, who in turn traces it back to the great historian 

of this period, Foner. According to (what Delbanco calls) “the Foner synthe-

sis,” Lincoln took responsibility for the state, whereas the abolitionists took 

responsibility for its ultimate aims.46 And, in The Fiery Trial: Abraham Lincoln 

and American Slavery (2010), Foner does indeed invoke Weber’s essay to help 

him explicate the work of both sides. Paying tribute to Lincoln as the great 

ethicist of responsibility, Foner argues that the abolitionists also deserve our 

respect for imagining—and compelling Lincoln to imagine too—the ultimate 

aim, ending slavery. Foner underscores that, in an essay otherwise emphatic 

about the instrumentalism of most political action, “Weber concluded by not-

ing the symbiotic relationship between political action and moral agitation. 

‘What is possible,’ he wrote, ‘would not have been achieved, if, in this world, 

people had not repeatedly reached for the impossible.’” The abolitionists were 

important, Foner concludes, “because their agitation helped to establish the 

context within which politicians like Lincoln operated”:

On issue after issue in the 1850’s and during the Civil War—the necessity of north-

ern political unity to halt the expansion of slavery; opposition to compromise on this 

question during the secession crisis; emancipation in the District of Columbia; gen-
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eral emancipation under the Constitution’s war power; the arming of black soldiers; 

amending the Constitution to abolish slavery; extending the right to vote to at least 

some blacks—Lincoln came to occupy positions first staked out by abolitionists and 

Radical Republicans.47

Delbanco might prefer Lincoln’s responsibility ethic, whereas Foner might pre-

fer the abolitionists’ ultimate-ends ethic, but remarkably, both of these scholars 

seem to agree we can best describe antebellum liberalism as divided between 

these ethics: the perfectionists pursued ultimate aims; the politicos eschewed 

such metaphysics and exercised power responsibly.

However, this interpretive paradigm drives an anachronistic wedge right 

through the middle of antebellum natural rights liberalism: between the gradual-

ist liberals such as Webster and Lincoln, on the one hand, and the immediatist 

abolitionists, on the other. It reassigns the former to the political liberal camp, 

pledged only to the ethic of responsibility, and the latter to the perfectionist 

camp, pledged only to the ethic of ultimate aims. As shown in the first section 

of the chapter, though, these politicians and activists were divided only by their 

tactics, not by their philosophical presuppositions. All antebellum liberals—

from Walker to Webster, from Brown to Lincoln—presupposed that human 

individuals are endowed by their creator with natural rights.

This point can be made one final time by recalling the famous exchange of 

Michael J. Sandel and Rawls about the nature of Lincoln’s liberalism, for Sandel 

was effectively objecting to Rawls’s attempt to drive an anachronistic wedge 

into the period and claim Lincoln as a political liberal. Sandel actually began 

the exchange in 1994, when he contended that in the 1858 Lincoln-Douglas de-

bates a political liberal would have had to side with the arguments of Douglas, 

not Lincoln. Sandel explained that, whereas Lincoln insisted metaphysically 

that the Declaration proclaimed all men created equal, Douglas countered po-

litically that the signers of that document did not mean black men. Sandel 

added that other key resources within the political culture—the Constitution 

itself, the 1857 Dred Scott decision—also supported slavery and even a racial 

hierarchy (in the case of Dred) in various ways. So, Sandel concluded, “to the 

extent that [Rawls’s] political liberalism refuses to invoke perfectionist moral 

ideals and relies instead on notions of citizenship implicit in the political cul-

ture, [Rawls] would have had a hard time explaining in 1858 why Lincoln was 

right and Douglas was wrong.”48 This is because Lincoln, unlike Douglas, re-

jected the proslavery political culture of the time and instead introduced an 

ultimate aim—natural rights—into the debate. To do this is—for thinkers like 

Rawls, at least—to violate the political liberal’s ethic of responsibility.
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In response to Sandel, Rawls reasoned that political liberals would in fact 

side with Lincoln, for they would contend that ending slavery is reasonable. 

This is because ending slavery, Rawls wrote, “is a clear case of securing the 

constitutional essential of the equal basic liberties,” whereas Douglas’s alter-

native—deferring to popular sovereignty regardless of the position taken on 

slavery—is not.49 Recently, John Burt has considered Rawls’s defense in more 

detail and reached a similar conclusion. Against Sandel’s portrait of an amoral 

political liberalism, Burt argues that political liberalism—Rawls’s as much as 

Lincoln’s—“is an expression of the conviction that citizens have a crucial moral 

investment in each other’s ethical freedom.” Burt offers in support of this claim 

Rawls’s response to Sandel’s charges: that is, participants in the original posi-

tion (alluding to Rawls’s famous thought-experiment in A Theory of Justice) 

would never risk allowing slavery.50

However, as antebellum liberals recognized, slavery was indeed risked by 

the founders in their “original position” as upheld by the Constitution. There-

fore, the only way to challenge a constitutional republic allowing race-based 

slavery would be to reach outside of that Constitution to some extraconstitu-

tional resource, such as natural rights. And this is precisely what the antebel-

lum liberals—from Walker through Lincoln—did.

Where the antebellum liberals differed from each other was about the kind 

of political contraptions that might best realize those natural rights. If the cur-

rent political contraption is actually betraying its philosophical foundation, 

then perhaps we must “bend” that contraption—as Douglass said of the Con-

stitution, to make sure it is antislavery—or even break it, as John Quincy Ad-

ams contemplated as early as 1820 and Brown proposed in 1858. It is to these 

and other political differences among the antebellum natural rights liberals 

that this chapter now turns.

THE POLITICS OF NATURAL RIGHTS LIBERALISM

For decades, we have rightly understood the main political drama of the an-

tebellum years as a struggle between liberals and violent radicals, but we have 

mistaken the players. The great philosophical debate in antebellum America 

was indeed between liberals and radicals, but the liberals were—across the 

board—against slavery because of their faith in the natural rights enshrined 

in the Declaration of Independence. The radicals, on the other hand, were 

not to be found among the abolitionists but among those proslavery zealots 

who aggressively rejected the American liberal tradition of natural rights and 
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instead sought—effectively as revolutionaries—to transform the United States 

into a neofeudal slave empire. Condensing the most recent work of histori-

ans, John Stauffer (in his contribution to Delbanco’s The Abolitionist Imagina-

tion) has nicely summarized the key points of this account. Prior to the 1830s, 

natural rights liberals sought mostly by legal means to bring an end to slavery, 

which they did throughout the North; slavery’s defenders in the South were 

effectively gradualists themselves in seeking to delay this reckoning only for 

their region. However, sometime in the 1830s, Southern neofeudalists began 

to defend slavery as a positive good, not just for the South and Southern west 

but (disregarding the line drawn in the Missouri Compromise) the Northern 

west, the North itself (as the Dred decision suggested), and even the Carib-

bean, Mexico, and other parts of South America. Over the next thirty years, 

in response to this vision of a hemispheric slave empire, more and more white 

liberals reached the conclusions first grasped by black liberals such as Walker: 

the abolition of slavery (not its containment in the Old South) was the only 

way to stop the neofeudal radicals. When Lincoln finally recognized this too, 

he authored the grandest abolitionist statement of all, the 1863 Emancipation 

Proclamation.51 Over the course of these three decades, the natural rights basis 

of antebellum liberalism came into sharp focus.

Unfortunately, as modern scholars have grown philosophically disen-

chanted with natural rights, they have backdated their own disenchantment 

into the antebellum years. This is to some degree understandable. That great 

fin de siècle intellectual shift—what Weber called “secularization”—has con-

vinced many academics ever since that any appeal to natural rights is too meta-

physical, too religious even, to take seriously.52 So it makes some sense that 

such scholars have wished to find secularist precursors before the Civil War.

However, this is indeed wishful thinking. Antebellum liberals—dedicated 

to natural rights, and seeking (with admittedly different tactics) to realize them 

universally for all persons—were metaphysical, not political, liberals. Given 

this yawning philosophical canyon between yesteryear’s natural rights liberal-

ism and today’s political liberalism, what if anything do liberals of the “ancient 

faith” have to offer political theorists today?

The value of that ancient faith itself will be taken up in the conclusion, but 

here it should be noted that the great philosophical consensus about natural 

rights enabled a remarkable range of thinking about the political means— 

especially the role of the nation-state—for realizing those rights. Four catego-

ries are discernable, and this stands in some contrast to modern liberalism. 

After all, as Peter Singer observed in 2002, nationalism tends to be a given 

for modern liberals. Pointing specifically to Rawls’s A Theory of Justice, Singer 
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states, “In setting up his original choice, . . . Rawls simply assumes that the 

people making the choice all belong to the same society and are choosing prin-

ciples to achieve justice within their society.” That justice might be a global 

concern is—in the preeminent text of modern liberal theory—“a question 

[that] never even arises.”53 Many political liberals, including Rawls, have since 

sought to rectify this oversight, of course, but Singer’s general point—that “we 

have lived with the idea of sovereign states for so long that they have come to 

be part of the background not only of diplomacy and public policy but also of 

ethics”—remains germane.54

Antebellum liberals, in contrast, had not lived so long with the idea of sov-

ereign states. Moreover, because they believed natural rights to be, well, natural 

and thus entirely independent of whatever artificial states humans construct, 

antebellum liberals tended as theorists to be much more open to alternative 

frameworks for securing the natural rights of all persons. For example, some 

antebellum liberals even reached the conclusion that any state was inimical to 

the universal exercise of natural rights. In a set of letters published as a book in 

1850, abolitionist Henry C. Wright reasoned that any government was an ob-

stacle to the realization of natural rights because (alluding to the Declaration) 

“the history of all attempts of man to rule over man . . . demonstrates that an 

assumption of such power is opposed to nature and to nature’s God.”55 Instead, 

Wright urged that each of us simply “respect the persons and rights of others as 

thou wouldst have thine respected” by “see[ing] and worship[ing] the Divine 

in the human” and thus “maintain love and communion with God, by loving 

and communing with men.”56 In this way “the existence and government of our 

Creator never did, and never can, conflict with the doctrine of man’s absolute 

inviolability.”57 Anarchists, then, were one of the four categories of antebellum 

natural rights liberals.

Although agreeing that natural rights means the absolute inviolability of 

each person, many more antebellum liberals concluded that the nation-state 

was nonetheless necessary to secure this inviolability. They did not assume the 

existence of the nation-state, as Rawls does. Rather, they were keenly aware of 

the nation-state’s artificiality and pushed to reengineer the nation-state so as to 

better secure the natural rights of all persons. These antebellum liberals might 

be called revolutionary nationalists. For example, increasingly disenchanted 

with the nation’s entrenched commitment to slavery, John Quincy Adams con-

templated in 1820 that the United States might require rebuilding. “Slavery is 

the great and foul stain upon the North American Union,” Adams wrote, and 

for its “total abolition” “a dissolution, at least temporary, of the Union, as now 

constituted, would be certainly necessary.” However, he continued hopefully, 
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“the Union might then be reorganized on the fundamental principle of eman-

cipation.”58 That Brown similarly hoped the United States might be rebuilt on 

the natural rights philosophy of the Declaration is evident not least in his call-

ing his own constitution “provisional.”59 These writers might both be called 

revolutionary nationalists.

Unlike the anarchists and the revolutionary nationalists among the ante-

bellum liberals, the third camp is somewhat harder to define. Like the revolu-

tionary nationalists, they understood nation-states to be valuable instruments 

for beginning to secure natural rights; however, they ultimately believed these 

instruments too provincial to finish the job. As Lynd illustrated, many aboli-

tionists (like many natural rights thinkers from the Enlightenment forward) 

thus concluded that the ultimate political organization would have to be global 

and that nation-states were merely stepping stones to that end. “Seeking to be 

faithful to the principles of the American Revolution,” Lynd notes, “abolition-

ists were driven outside the framework of national allegiance and began to 

understand themselves as citizens of the world.”60 Some of the strongest state-

ments about the naturalness of rights and the artificiality of the nation-state 

come from this group of theorists. For example, in his 1842 Duty of the Free 

States, William E. Channing emphasized that, whenever the nation-state un-

justly uses law to abridge the natural rights of individuals, we must patiently 

recall that “man is not the mere creature of the State. Man is older than na-

tions, and he is to survive nations,” implying a supranational future.61 The 

ultimately global aims of Garrison are much clearer simply in his choice of 

motto for the Liberator, which ran at the top of every issue, “Our Country is 

the World—Our Countrymen are all Mankind.” As Caleb W. McDaniel has 

recently observed, Garrison and his followers “believed both that democracy, 

like an ocean, should be ever-restless, and that crossing the ocean was good 

for democracy. They were wary,” he continues, “about the dangers of too much 

national pride in a democracy like theirs, a concern that was both reinforced 

by their transatlantic experiences and echoed by transatlantic writers” such as 

Giuseppe Mazzini and John Stuart Mill.62

Still, although convinced that natural rights had preceded and would 

survive nation-states, what positive alternatives to the nation-state did these 

theorists actually offer? There is more research to be done here, but a recur-

ring idea is that nation-states might serve as stepping-stones toward a more 

global framework, a “nationalist cosmopolitics” also being actively explored 

at that time by European liberals.63 Consider just a couple of examples from 

American natural rights liberals following the Civil War. In his 1881 The Scholar 

in a Republic, Wendell Phillips argued, “The [founding] fathers touched their 
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highest level when, with stout-hearted and serene faith, they trusted God that 

it was safe to leave men with all the rights he gave them.” Phillips pled for the 

postwar United States to serve as “the sheet-anchor of the race” of humanity, 

modeling for the world “gently binding men into commonwealths in order that 

they may at least melt into brothers.”64 Similarly, in 1871, responding directly 

to Carlyle’s 1867 neofeudalist essay “Shooting Niagara; and After?,” poet Walt 

Whitman’s Democratic Vistas not only identified “the Secession-Slave-Power” 

as the preeminent threat to “the People” but went on to imagine new con-

figurations of those people—beyond the national—where natural rights were 

not only secured but enjoyed to their utmost.65 In one paragraph’s remarkably 

(for this visionary poet) straightforward argument, Whitman contends that al-

though historically “the First stage” (accomplished with the Revolutionary and 

Civil Wars) “was the planning and putting on record the political foundation 

rights of immense masses of people—indeed all people—in the organization 

of republican National, State, and municipal governments,” and “the Second 

stage relates to material prosperity” (which the industrializing world seemed 

to promise), “the Third stage,” “a sublime and serious Religious Democracy” 

will come next. In this stage, “everything that has been written, sung, or stated, 

of old, with reference to humanity under the feudal and oriental institutes, 

religions, and for other lands, needs to be re-written, re-sung, re-stated, in 

terms consistent with the institution of these States” so that the United States 

proves, as the book concludes, to be the “divine Mother not only of material 

but spiritual worlds,” centered upon “the average, the bodily, the concrete, the 

democratic, the popular, on which all the superstructures of the future are to 

permanently rest.”66

A fourth and final category of antebellum natural rights liberalism is the 

constitutional nationalists. Whereas revolutionary nationalists such as John 

Quincy Adams and Brown were prepared to break the old and build a new 

United States to universalize natural rights, others hoped that the existing 

Constitution, for all its flaws, might better enable this work. Under the sway 

of Garrison, Douglass began his abolitionist career convinced that the Con-

stitution was a proslavery document and thus to be “broken” (to recall once 

more Garrison’s 1833 language). As recounted by Myers, Douglass retained this 

position into the 1840s, only beginning to shift around 1847 when he began to 

publish the North Star. The dawning “conviction that the Constitution was an 

antislavery document,” Myers writes of Douglass, “yielded an abolitionism that 

was restorationist rather than revolutionary.”67 This seems to have happened 

over the course of the 1850s. Whereas in his 1850 Lecture on Slavery, No. 1, he 

proclaims slavery to have “become interwoven with all American institutions, 
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and has anchored itself in the very oil of the American Constitution,” by 1856 

he declared that “all human enactments designed to sustain [slavery are] of 

no binding authority, and utterly contrary to the Constitution of the United 

States.”68 In September 1859, despite Brown’s beseeching him for two days in 

a secret Pennsylvania quarry to join the Harpers Ferry Raid, Douglass stead-

fastly refused to support this revolutionary effort.69 And, in 1860, Douglass 

made his most explicit defense of the antislavery Constitution as something 

we ought to “bend to the cause of freedom and justice.”70

The exemplary constitutional nationalist, of course, was Lincoln. When his 

zealous faith in the universality of natural rights is borne in mind, Lincoln’s 

infamous foot-dragging on the question of emancipation becomes proof of 

his commitment to retain the Constitution as the best framework for secur-

ing those natural rights. His reverence for the Constitution, of course, can be 

traced all the way back to his 1838 Lyceum Address. And, although through the 

1850s the Declaration came to be the sacred text of his ancient faith, Lincoln 

remained committed to the Constitution. In his 1857 reaction to the Dred Scott 

ruling, for example, Lincoln explained that although he considered the deci-

sion “erroneous,” he nonetheless believed the Supreme Court’s “decisions on 

Constitutional questions, when fully settled, should control, not only the par-

ticular cases decided, but the general policy of the country, subject to be dis-

turbed only by amendments of the Constitution as provided in that instrument 

itself. More than this,” he added, “would be revolution” (CW 2:401, emphasis 

added), clearly differentiating himself from the revolutionary nationalists. In 

his First Inaugural Address, in 1861, faced with the secession of multiple states, 

Lincoln declared that “in view of the Constitution and the laws, the Union is 

unbroken” and that “as the Constitution itself expressly enjoins upon me” he 

“shall take care . . . that the laws of the Union be faithfully executed in all the 

States” (CW 4:265). In contrast, “the central idea of secession, is the essence 

of anarchy” (CW 4:268). Issuing the Emancipation Proclamation in 1863 and 

helping the House to pass the Thirteenth Amendment, abolishing slavery in 

1865, Lincoln until the end of his life relied upon constitutional powers to more 

universally realize “the proposition that all men are created equal” (CW 7:23).

TWO CONCLUSIONS

To come to one of this book’s central questions, whether the Civil War was a 

revolution or a return, the answer would depend on which antebellum natural 

rights liberal you asked. For constitutional nationalists such as Douglass and 
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Lincoln, the war enabled a return to the principles set forth in the Declaration. 

In contrast, had they lived to see it, Brown and John Quincy Adams, the revo-

lutionary nationalists, might have seen in the Civil War and Reconstruction 

amendments the military and legalistic revolution necessary to build a new 

republic of natural rights. As suggested above, Phillips would likely find this 

question of return or revolution moot because nations in his view were merely 

stepping-stones to a more global securing of natural rights. In helping to found 

the radical Universal Peace Union in 1866, dedicated to the eradication of war 

worldwide, the former anarchist Wright would likely have agreed with Phillips.

More philosophically, is the question of natural rights itself moot? In con-

tending that “the Civil War [not only] swept away the slave civilization of the 

South [but also] almost the whole intellectual culture of the North along with 

it,” Louis Menand nicely articulates a common scholarly assumption.71 That 

old intellectual culture—including the metaphysical fiction of natural rights— 

embarrassed postbellum American intellectuals such as William James; a more 

thorough rebuking of that old culture came at the hands of European intel-

lectuals such as Charles Darwin, Friedrich Nietzsche, Sigmund Freud, and 

Weber. And, thus, over time, even liberalism—once the preeminent political 

theory of natural rights—itself finally shuffled off its metaphysics to become 

strictly political, still championing human rights but without really believing 

in them.

Is this enough, though? As long as we continue to read the antebellum pe-

riod through the lens of Weber, we will feel like we have no choice. But what if 

we tried on a different lens, perhaps (to offer a final provocation) one forged not 

by Weber but by a very different champion of the Weimar Republic, Thomas 

Mann. Following the catastrophe of the Great War, Mann, like Weber, urged 

liberals to step forward but not merely in defense of an “ethic of responsibility.” 

Instead, in a 1922 lecture titled On the German Republic, Mann sought “to win 

[his young student auditors] over to the side of the republic, of what is termed 

democracy, and what I term humanity” by returning, in effect, to natural rights 

liberalism.72 This is most evident in Mann’s startling turn in this lecture to, of 

all people, Whitman, “who once said,” Mann reports (of Democratic Vistas), 

“that at the core of democracy, finally, there resides a religious element.”73 Yes, 

perhaps we should hear in such strange old texts as Democratic Vistas and 

On the German Republic only the swan song of natural rights liberalism as 

performed by two thinkers who lived through the first modern wars but for 

whatever quirky reasons resisted the lesson of “disenchantment” learned so 

well by their peers. However, before we bid natural rights liberalism adieu, 

we must still acknowledge that it liberated four million persons from slavery. 
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Today, there are about thirty-six million enslaved persons in the world.74 Are 

we so sure we can do without Lincoln’s ancient faith?
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